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In vitro epithelial monolayers exhibit a rich repertoire of collective dynamical behaviours according
to microenvironment mechanical features. We investigate the statistical and dynamical properties
of human bronchial epithelial cell (HBEC) flows in bulk, by analysing their large length-scale and
long time-scale spatiotemporal dynamics. Activity-driven spontaneous collective flows consist of an
ensemble of vortices randomly positioned in space. By analysing a large population of vortices, we
show that their area follows an exponential law with a constant mean value and their rotational
frequency is size-independent, both being characteristic features of the chaotic dynamics of active
nematic suspensions. Indeed, we find that HBECs self-organise in nematic domains of several
cell lengths. Nematic defects are found at the interface between domains with a total number that
remains constant by the dynamical balance of nucleation and annihilation events. Near ±1/2 defects,
the mean velocity field is in faithful agreement with the dynamics of extensile active nematics.
In vitro epithelial monolayers have become a model
system to investigate fundamental processes in living or-
ganisms, such as morphogenesis [1–3] or regeneration [4–
6]. The collective dynamics of cellular systems has gath-
ered increasing attention over the last few decades, inspir-
ing experimental and theoretical studies in an attempt
to unravel their underlying physical principles [7]. Sin-
gle cells are able to convert stored chemical energy into
mechanical forces [8] and modify accordingly their local
microenvironment [9]. At the multicellular level, these
self-generated forces can be transmitted over tens of cell
lengths [10], resulting in cellular motion throughout the
entire system which self-organizes into a vast range of
flowing patterns [11–17]. Remarkably, mesoscopic cel-
lular behaviour (∼ few hundreds of microns) is known
to be influenced by physical confinement. For instance,
constrained ensembles of elongated cells develop sponta-
neously antiparallel shear flows [18]. MDCK epithelial
cells exhibit qualitatively different modes of migration
upon variations of the confinement’s geometry [11, 17].
However much less work has been put forward to char-
acterise the emergent macroscopic behaviour of weakly-
adherent spindle-shaped cells in vitro (∼ few thousands
microns), despite its importance in biophysics.
The large-scale behaviour of highly active epithelial
monolayers often features signatures of erratic motion
[16, 17], however whether these can be attributed solely
to the intrinsic cellular stochasticity, or they are a man-
ifestation of some form of collective modes in a turbu-
lent regime still remains an open question. Remarkably
other biological systems in similar physical conditions
such as bacterial colonies or suspensions of cytoskeleton’s
filaments and molecular motors [19–21], seem to exhibit
emergent spatio-temporal chaotic patterns for which for-
mation and annihilation of mesoscopic swirls and jets oc-
curs. Despite differing in length, time or energy scales,
these systems are often faithfully described by contin-
uum models [22]. From a theoretical point of view, it
is customary to build simple approaches by disregarding
the specific microscopic details of the units, to shed light
on the generic mechanisms connecting the material prop-
erties of the active units to their macroscopic behaviour.
Turbulence in active systems evidenced in Toner-Tu mod-
els [20, 23], generalized Swift-Hohenberg models [24] and
active nematic gels [25–28] are often mediated by the dy-
namics of topological nematic defects. Alternative routes
to chaotic dynamics in polar systems have been identified
[29, 30]. Although cell cultures share common symme-
tries with the previously mentioned biological examples,
no chaotic dynamics was reported, possibly because of
the high cell-substrate friction forces.
In the present Letter, we report the existence of a tur-
bulent regime in human bronchial epithelial cells (HBEC)
over three decades in kinetic energy, and we show that
our findings are in agreement with an hydrodynamical
model of an active nematic fluid.
We study experimentally the nematodynamics of im-
mortalized HBEC monolayers and its evolution over
time. Conversely to other epithelial cell lines, HBECs are
weakly cohesive at initial stages, meaning that when cells
fully cover the substrate, they are still highly motile and
exhibit long range collective movements. During the next
few tens of hours, the system gradually slows down ap-
proaching asymptotically a jammed state, in which cells
hardly move beyond their own sizes [31]. Over the course
of the experiments (∼ 60 hours), the speed of the popu-
lation drops more than one decade, while maturation of
cell-cell and cell-substrate adhesions occurs [31].
At intermediate time regimes (∼ 20 hours) HBECs
form a cohesive monolayer, showing large-scale collective
movements Fig. (1,a). Mapping the velocity field (vx, vy)
[32], we observe large and transient vortices, which show
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2FIG. 1. Nematodynamics of HBECs. (a) Phase-contrast im-
age. (b) Normalized vorticity map with the PIV flow field
showing collective behaviour. (c) Cell Orientation map with
green (red) dots marking the position of +1/2 (−1/2) defects.
(d) Map of the Okubo-Weiss field thresholded to negative val-
ues (i.e. Q < 0 in the text) where blue (red) domains indicate
CW (CCW) rotating vortices. Scale bar is 300 µm.
no apparent sign of organization Fig. (1,b). To quantify
the global properties of cell flows, we define the in-plane
enstrophy Ω = 〈ω2/2〉 as the square of the 2d vorticity
field ω = ∂xvy−∂yvx and the in-plane kinetic energy per
unit mass E = 〈(v2x+v2y)/2〉, where the symbol 〈·〉 denotes
spatial averages. Both are standard quantities in 2d tur-
bulence studies, [20]. Their ratio E/Ω has units of length
square and it can be related to the mean vortex radius
[20], which in our case is of the order of ∼ 50 µm. The
vortex area is quantified using the Okubo-Weiss criterion
[33, 34], which identifies the elliptic regions around vor-
tices for which the field Q = (∂yvx∂xvy − ∂xvx∂yvy) < 0
as shown in Fig. (1,d). Notice that the Okubo-Weiss
field can be recasted as Q = −det∇v, meaning that the
previous condition enforces that the eigenvalues of the
velocity gradient tensor are purely imaginary conjugates
for incompressible flows [33, 34].
When crowded, motile HBECs deform and acquire
elongated shapes. The anisotropy of their shapes per-
mit to assign a local nematic orientation, which is de-
scribed by the unit vector (nˆx, nˆy). Remarkably, cells
tend to self-organize into transient mesoscopic domains
with a well-defined nematic order, separated by pairs of
±1/2 defects Fig. (1,c). The orientation of +1/2 (−1/2)
defects is marked by a green (red) symbols, following
Ref. [35]. Recent works have shown that the defect posi-
tion correlates with MDCK cell extrusion and progenitor
cell aggregation [36, 37]. Notice that the measured ne-
matic order is dependent upon the cellular shape alone,
which in turn might be controlled by the force generation
machinery in a non-trivial manner as shown for vertex
models [38].
Over the course of the experiment, cell density in-
creases significantly by proliferation, influencing dras-
tically cell behaviour [31]. We observe that the global
properties of the cell flows vary in time in an exponential
manner over a range that spans three decades in enstro-
phy Fig. (2,a). The inverse of the squared root of the
enstrophy defines a reference time scale for the instanta-
neous dynamics of the system. During the first 40 hours,
Ω−1/2 varies continuously between 0.1 to 1 hours. How-
ever due to density variations, the dynamics itself slows
down with a typical time scale of ∂tΩ/Ω ∼ 10 hour. The
separation of these two time scales suggest that the mate-
rial properties of the system are changing in an adiabatic
manner [31]. As the enstrophy is a monotonic function
of time, from now on we map the temporal coordinate
into Ω−1/2 to average over several experiments.
Based on our findings, we hypothesize that HBEC
monolayers behave as an active nematic fluid, [26]. Ac-
tive matter describes generically assemblies of units with
an internal source of chemical energy in non-equilibrium
conditions, such as bacterial suspensions or cytoskele-
ton model systems [39, 40]. It has been shown theo-
retically that above a certain critical level of activity,
active nematic suspensions develops 2d turbulent flows
characterised by the nucleation and annihilation of de-
fect pairs. The interplay between the nematic defects
and activity gives rise to the spontaneous formation of
transient swirls. A reduced set of parameters suffice to
draw several scaling laws of their flow properties, which
are the Frank constant of the nematic suspension K, the
shear viscosity η and the scale of the anisotropic active
stresses α. The former is negative (resp. positive) for
extensile (resp. contractile) particles. For further details
on the model, we refer the reader to Ref. [26].
The main features defining turbulence in active nemat-
ics are the exponential distribution of vortex area and the
uniform distribution of the mean vorticity per vortex [26].
A set of scaling laws ensue from these statistical proper-
ties such as the average vortex radius size `a ∼
√
K/|α|,
which arises from the competition between the energetic
cost to form spatial distortions of the nematic field and
the intrinsic activity of the system. Our measurements
Fig. (2,b) indicate that the energy-enstrophy ratio re-
mains approximately constant over the entire evolution,
suggesting that the time-variation of K and α are very
limited. A detailed look at Fig. (2,b) shows that the
curve Ω(E) is slightly convex, meaning that the average
vortex radius increases from 44 ± 2 µm to 55 ± 2 µm
3FIG. 2. Statistical analysis of the dynamics of mesoscopic cell
flows. (a) Log-linear representation of the time evolution of
enstorphy Ω and kinetic energy per unit mass E . (b) Linear
scaling between Ω − E over the entire experiment. (c) Log-
linear presentation of the total vortex area distribution. The
dotted line is an exponential fit. (d) Total mean vortex an-
gular velocity normalised by the square root of the enstrophy
Ω as a function of the vortex area.
with the decrease of the kinetic energy per unit mass.
This observation is compatible with the prediction that
higher activity results into smaller vortices [25, 26]. At
a given time, the individual vortex area detected with
Okubo-Weiss criterion exhibits an exponential distribu-
tion for a broad range of areas. We verified that the
form of the distribution function remains constant over
the entire experiment. Hence a temporal average over
a population of about 10000 independent vortices con-
firms and extends our initial observation that the vor-
tex area is exponentially distributed with a mean vor-
tex area of 1120 µm2 Fig. (2,c), which is of the order
of the scale provided by squared energy-enstrophy ra-
tio. On the other side, cell flows scale as the vorticity,
which in turn obeys the scaling law ω ∼ α/η for an active
nematic. Assuming that the activity remains constant,
Fig. (2,a) suggests that the shear viscosity varies more
than a decade. As it has been shown, cell density in-
creases steadily over time and the system eventually ap-
proaches a jammed phase, [31, 41]. Theoretical studies of
ensembles of self-propelled particles has shown that the
mean squared displacement of single particles is strongly
controlled by system density [42–44]. However in our
system other density-independent mechanisms might be
also relevant as cell-cell connectivity has been shown to
FIG. 3. Statistical analysis of the cell nematic order param-
eter. (a) Number of defects and nematic Correlation length
as a function of Ω−1/2. We employ the enstrophy to label
the time coordinate. (b) Small-time dynamics of the mini-
mal distance between two opposed nematic defects close to
the nucleation (annihilation) in red (blue). (c) Time evolu-
tion of the creation/annihilation rates as a function of Ω−1/2.
(d) Diffusive behaviour on the long-time dynamics of nematic
defects, where MSD curves are fitted by ∼ Dtn.
influence HBEC flows [31]. At all time-points, we mea-
sure the mean vorticity per vortex ωv and we find that it
scales with the square of the enstrophy ∼ Ω1/2 Fig. (2,d).
We observe that the total distribution of the normalized
mean vorticity ωv/Ω
1/2 is weakly dependent of the vor-
tex area and the rotation of vortices is evenly distributed
between CW and CCW, at the accuracy of the experi-
ments Fig. (2,d). In conclusion we show that for a sta-
tistical sample of more than 10000 independent vortices,
the distribution of sizes obeys an exponential law and
that the vortex rotational speed is approximately con-
stant with a slight tendency to decrease with the vortex
area, both features being strong signatures of turbulence
in active nematic.
To further test our hypothesis, we analyse the sta-
tistical properties of cell orientation. At a given time,
HBECs tend to form transient finite-size domains with
high orientational order Fig. (1,c). The typical domain
size is given by the nematic correlation length `c, or
the decaying length of the director correlation function
Cn = 〈nˆ(x′ + x, y′ + y) · nˆ(x′, y′)〉(x′,y′), where the spa-
tial average is over the entire field of view and nˆ de-
notes cell orientation. At the interface between these
domains, ±1/2 defects are found, which are a hallmark
4of nematic liquid crystals [45]. These singular structures
were previously found in epithelial, fibroblast, myoblast
and progenitor cells [36, 37, 46, 47] as well as in other
biological systems [28, 48, 49]. Strikingly, in our system
the total number defects decrease by less than 15% upon
a 100-fold variation of the kinetic energy per unit mass
Fig. (3,a). We found that `c ∼ 100 µm is comparable to
the vortex size, a regime in which the total number of
defects is activity-independent for active nematics [26].
However unlike in other cell monolayers [47], the number
of defects is set by the dynamic balance between the cre-
ation and annihilation events of ±1/2 defects pairs. The
typical time scale of these processes is about ∼ 1 hour
and it increases as the total enstrophy rises Fig. (3,c).
Analyzing the trajectories of individual defects at long-
time scales (more than 100 min), we observe that the
2d mean squared displacement follows a power law with
an exponent close to 1, yielding an effective diffusion
coefficient of ∼ (34 ± 2)∗ 102µm2/hr with no appar-
ent quantitative differences between both type of defects
Fig. (3,d). However at shorter time scales their dynam-
ics exhibit distinct and remarkable features. Fig. (3,b)
shows the trajectories of the minimal distance between
two opposite-charge defects ∆ toward the annihilation
(blue) or away from the nucleation (red) event, where
the time origin has been set at annihilation or creation
instant. Their trajectories have opposite but symmet-
rical profiles (Fig. 3,b), saturating over distances longer
than the nematic correlation length `c. The resolution of
our analysis does not allow resolving the dynamics close
to the core of the defects. Despite the collective nature of
turbulence in active nematics, it is theoretically demon-
strated that the distance ∆ between defects with opposed
sign obeys a local overdamped equation of motion of the
form ∂t∆ = ±v0 − κ/∆ up to higher order corrections
in ∆, where the positive (negative) sign applies to the
nucleation (annihilation) case [50, 51]. The coefficient v0
stands for the self-propeled velocity of +1/2 defects and
κ is related to the nematic properties of the active units.
By fitting them on our trajectories from Fig. (3,b) we
obtain that v0 = 1.3 ± 0.2 µm/min and κ < 6 µm2/hr,
suggesting that the elastic attractive interaction between
defects is subdominant against the activity of +1/2 de-
fects for HBEC monolayers.
To further explore the dynamics of nematic defects,
we analyse the local properties of cell flows around the
singularities of the nematic order field. Hence we com-
pute the local mean velocity field for a population of
∼ 10000 nematic defects, Fig. (4). The scale of the ve-
locity is normalised to the instantaneous value of Ω1/2.
The vorticity map of +1/2 defects presents a symmet-
rical organisation of a pair of counter-rotating vortices
Fig. (4,a), generating at the defect core a net flow di-
rected towards its head, as observed in MDCKs or pro-
genitor cells [36, 37]. Remarkably, the vorticity map of
−1/2 defects presents a three fold organisation of pairs of
FIG. 4. Ensemble average of the flows near nematic defects.
Left (Right) column shows the normalised by their maximal
value vorticity and divergence of the velocity field for a +1/2
(−1/2) defect. The overlaid white arrow represent the direc-
tion of the velocity field for each case. The upper panel insets
are sketches of the nematic orientation around the defect.
counter-rotating vortices Fig. (4,b). These observations
are in excellent agreement with the flow field of isolated
defects in extensile active nematics [51]. Besides, weak
negative divergence is found near the cores of both type
of defects Fig. (4,c,d), suggesting an accumulation of cells
near these regions, which is not captured by incompress-
ible flows (i.e. ∇ · v = 0).
In conclusion, we have shown that HBECs monolayers
develop 2d turbulent collective flows featured by spon-
taneous emergence of mesoscopic vortices and nematic
defects over a wide range of system’s activity. The prop-
erties of cell flows and cell orientation are analysed for
length scales of millimetres and time scales of tens of
hours, granting access to high statistics with which the
predicted behaviour of active nematics is tested. Our
findings show that regardlessly of the instantaneous cell
density, the statistics of vortices are compatible with the
chaotic dynamics of active nematics. In particular we
show that the total distribution of vortex area decays
exponentially with a mean value that remains constant
in time. Other biological systems has been found to ex-
hibit similar features [52]. Furthermore, we analyse the
spatiotemporal dynamics of cell orientation and their in-
fluence on local cell flows. We observe that our system
exhibits spontaneous formation and annihilation of pairs
of nematic defects with opposite charges, such that their
instantaneous number remains constant. The vorticity of
cell flows near ±1/2 defects is in excellent agreement with
flow fields generated by isolated defects in active liquid
crystals. Comparing our findings with active nematics,
5we deduce that the anisotropic active stresses and the
Frank constant are weakly density-dependent in this sys-
tem, whereas the effective shear viscosity may vary more
than a decade. We believe that these cellular systems can
serve as a testing ground to further explore the physical
principles governing their mechanics.
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